
Design of 
PID Con trollers 

4 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 

is chapter describes some methods for determining the parameters of a 
) controller. The properties of the design methods will be illustrated 
ng a fourth-order process model. The methods differ with respect to the 
)wledge of the process dynamics they require. A PI-controller-is described 
two parameters (K and -I;) and a PID regulator by three Or four param
rs (K, 1';, Td and N). In the classical Ziegler-Nichols methods, the dynam
are characterized by two parameters. In the step response method, they 
taken from the step response. In the Ziegler-Nichols frequency response 

thod, the parameters are the frequency where the open-loop dynamics 
1e a phase shift of 1800 and the gain at that frequency. An obvious 
ension of the frequency response method is to develop methods that are 
:ed on knowledge of the open-loop transfer function at two frequencies, 
, four parameters. Ano a to obtain a charactergati n of QrQcess 
lamics with few parame,W]js, of course, to use low-order .~"I!amic mod
~.l~~lli!Jameters. Design methods based on dynamic models of first 
i second order are discussed. A corresponding treatment of discrete time 
odels is also given. The discrete time models have the advantage that they 
I describe time delays using finite dimensional models. Many of the 
:ign methods described give good responses to load disturbances. The 
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response to command signals will, however, often show a significant over
shoot. The nature of this problem is discussed, and it is shown that the 
difficulty is due to a deficiency of the conventional PID structure. A simple 
way to alleviate this problem is suggested. The different design methods are 
compared, and some insight into the sensitivity problem and the differences 
between PI and PID control are also given. 

4.2 ZIEGLER-NICHOLS METHODS 
Two classical methods were presented by Ziegler and Nichols in 1942. These 
methods are still widely used, either in their original form or in some 
modification. 

Ziegler-Nichols Step Response Method 

6 Tbe fLrst design method presented by Ziegler and Nichols is b-ased o-n a -
~egistratiOD of the open-Iorop Sl~P response of the system which is_character
IZed by two par~meters ($ee FLgure 4.1). The point where the slope of the 
step resp0nsehas its maximum is first determined and the tangent at this 
point is drawn. The intersections between this tangent and the coordinate 
axes give the two parameters a and L. In Chapter 3, a model of the process 
to be controlled was derived from these parameters. Ziegler and Nichols 
have given PID parameters directly as functions of a and L. These are given 
in Table 4.1. An estimate of the period r;, of the dominant dynamics of the 
closed-loop system is also given in the table. 

Example 4.1-The Ziegler-Nichols step response method will be applied to 
the process 

1 
G (s) -

p (1 + s)(l + 0.2s)(l + 0.05s)(1 + O.Ols) 
(4.1) 

This process model is used as a test example throughout the chapter. 
Measurements on the step response give the parameters a = 0.11 and 
L = 0.16. The controller parameters can now be determined from Table 4.1. 
It follows that a PI controller should have the parameters K = 8.2 and 
1; = 0.48. The parameters of a PID controller are K = 10.9, r; = 0.32, and 
Td = 0.08. Figure 4.2 shows the response of the closed-loop systems to a step 
command and a load disturbance. 
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Table 4.1 
Recommended PID Parameters According to 

Ziegler-Nichols Step Response Method 

K 

l/a 

O.9/a 3L 

1.2/a 2L Lj2 

4L 

S.7L 

3.4L 

~otice that the response of the PI controller is poorly damped but that 
response of the PID controller is better. The overshoot in the response 

:he command signal is, however, excessive even for the PID controller. 

Figure 4.1 
Characterization of a Step Response 

Used in the Ziegler-Nichols Step Response Method 
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Figure 4.2 
Step and Load Disturbance Response of the Process (Equation 4.1) 

Controlled by a PI Controller (thin lines) a PID Controller (thick lines) 
Tuned by the Ziegler-Nichols Step Response Method 

Ziegler-Nichols Frequency Response Method 
This method is also based on a very simple characterization of the proc

ess dynamics. The design is based on knowledge of the point on the Nyquist 
curve of the process transfer function G where the Nyquist curve intersects 
the negative real axis. For historical reasons this point is characterized by 
the parameters ke and te , which are called the ultimate gain and the ultimate 
period. Section 3.2 described a method to obtain parameters ke and Ie by 
increasing the gain in a proportional controller until the stability boundary 
is reached. The parameters can also be obtained using the relay feedback 
experiment presented in the same section. The Ziegler-Nichols design 
method gives simple formulas for the parameters of the controller in terms 
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Ie ultimate gain and the ultimate period (see Table 4.2). An estimate of 
Jeriod (1;') of the dominant dynamics of the closed-loop system is also 
0. in the table. 

mtroller 

(D 

Table 4.2 
Recommended PID Parameters According to 
Ziegler-Nichols Frequency Response Method 

K T· 1 T d 

0.5 kc 

0.4 kc 0.8 tc 

0.6 kc 0.5 tc 0.12 tc 

. 
Process output Ind aet point. 

2 

Tp. 

tc 

1.4 tc 

0.85 tc 

-l 

Figure 4.3 
Step and Load Disturbance Response When the Process 

(Equation 4.1) is Controlled by a PI Controller (thin lines) and a PID 
troller (thick lines) Tuned by Ziegler-Nichols Frequency Response Method 
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Example 4.2-The process of Equation 4.1 has the ultimate gain kc = 25 
and the ultimate period tc = 0.63. Table 4.2 gives the parameters K = 10 and 
1'; = 0.50 for a PI controller and K = 15, 1'; = 0.31, and Td = 0.08 for a PID 
controller. Figure 4.3 shows the closed-loop step and load disturbance 
responses when the controllers are applied to the Equation 4.1 process. The 
parameters and the performance of the controllers obtained with the fre
quency response method are quite close to those obtained by the step 
response method. 

The Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules were originally designed to give systems 
with good responses to load disturbances. They were obtained by extensive 
simulations of many different systems. The design criterion was quarter 
amplitude damping. In Section 3.2, the relation between the damping (d) 
and the relative damping (() is given as: 

, = 
Jl + (27T / log(d»2 

Quarter amplitude damping, d = 1/4, gives the relative damping, = 0.22, 
which is often considered t90 small. This is clearly seen in the examples 
above. The performance can be improved by the modification discussed 
below. In control loops where the major design objective is to quickly 
compensate for load disturbances, the high gain provided by the Ziegler
Nichols method is good. In these cases, large overshoots and oscillations 
during set point changes can be avoided by ramping the set point or per
forming the set point shift in several steps. In Section 2.4, another method to 
avoid large overshoots caused by set point changes was described. 

Relations Between the Ziegler-Nichols Methods 
The relations between the two methods can be seen by considering con

trol of an integrator with a delay. Such a process has the transfer function 

b 
G(s) = S e-sT 

The step response parameters are L = T and a = b T. The PID parameters 
obtained by the step response methods therefore become (-r ....... .1J 4- . , ) 

K=~ 
b·T 'Ii = 2T 

7T/ 
an 

K 

ter 
del 
loe 
po; 
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1m G(;w) 

Re G(iw) 

Figure 4.4 
A Given Point on the Nyquist Curve May Be Moved to an Arbitrary 
Position in the G-plane by PI, PD, or PID Control. (Point A may be 

moved in the directions G(iw), G(iw)/iw, and iwG(iw) by changing 
the proportional, integral, and derivative gain, respectively) 

e ultimate period of the system is tc = 4T, and the ultimate gain is kc = 
T. The PID parameters obtained by the frequency response methods 
herefore, 

0.6rr 0.94 
--=--
2bT bT 

T; = 2T 
T 

1d = 2 

An Interpretation of the 
Ziegler-Nichols Frequency Domain Method 

e Ziegler-Nichols frequency domain method will be interpreted in 
of moving points in the Nyquist diagram. The method starts with 

nination of the point (-1/ kc'O) where the Nyquist curve of the open
;ystem intersects the negative real axis. With PI or PID control, it is 
)le to move a given point on the Nyquist curve to an arbitrary position 
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in the complex plane, as indicated in Figure 4.4. By changing the gain, it is 
possible LO move the Nyquist curve in the direction of G(iw), i.e., radially 
[rom the origin. Point A may be moved in the orthogonal direction by 
changing integral or derivative gain. It is thus possible to move a specified 
point to an arbitrary position, an idea that can be used to obtain design 
methods. 

Let w be the frequency that corresponds to A. The frequency response of 
the regulator at w is 

G R(iw) = k [ I + i~7; + iw'4 ] = rRe i<PR 

with positive regulator parameters the angle CPR is thus restricted to the 
range -rr/2 :::; CPR:::; rr/2 where CPR = -rr/2 corresponds to pure integral 
control and CPR = rr /2 to pure derivative control. 

Pure derivative control cannot be implemented (compare with Equation 
2.7). The range of CPR is therefore -rr /2 :::; CPR:::; CPo where CPo is about rr /3 or 
60°. 

With the Ziegler-Nichols frequency response method it follows that 

GR(iwJ = 0.6ke [ 1 + i (we'4 - W:1J] 
= 0.6kc [ 1 + i (2; - -;-)] = kc(0.6 + 0.28i) 

The Ziegler-Nichols frequency response method can thus be interpreted 
as finding regulator parameters so that the point where the Nyquist curve 
intersects the negative real axis is moved to --0.6 - 0.28i. This corresponds to 
a phase advance of 25° at wc. 

A Modified Ziegler-Nichols Method 
With the given interpretation, it is straightforward to generalize the 

Ziegler-Nichols freqri~ncy domain method. Other points of the Nyquist 
curve can be selected. They can also be moved to other positions. In this way 
it is possible to obtain design methods where the specifications are given in 
terms of amplitude margins or phase margins. 

A general formulation is to start with a given point of the Nyquist curve 
of the process 

G (iw) = r ei(rr+<pp) 
p p 

and to j 

B = rse' 

An a 
Am is th 
CPs = CPm 
frequen, 

Writi 

we get 

The cor 

Simple, 

k = rs ( 

w'4- -
(J 

Thel 
paramei 
determi 
constan 

'4 = a: 
where a 
the pan 

j 
'4 = -

2. 

7;= 
a 
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I a regulator so that this point is moved to 

;p,) 

Ilitude margin design corresponds to CPs = 0 and 's = 1/ Am where 
mplitude margin; a phase margin design corresponds to 's = I and 
here CPm is the specified phase margin; and the Ziegler-Nichols 
:lomain method corresponds to 's = 0.66 and CPs = 0.44. 
the frequency response of the controller as 

Iller should thus be chosen so that 

= If'p 

~ulations give 

1 k is uniquely given. However, only one equation determines the 
; T; and Td . An additional condition must thus be introduced to 
these parameters uniquely. A common method is to specify a 
:lation between T; and Td , i.e., 

ten is chosen as 0: = 0.25. Straightforward calculations now give 
~ters T; and Td· 

-tan(<pp-<pp) + .j40:+tan2(cpp-<p s ) ] 
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For systems where the amplitude and the phase of the transfer function 
decreases monotonously, the choice 's = 0.5 and CPs = rr /4 guarantees an 
amplitude margin of at least 2 and a phase margln of at least 45°. 

Assuming that a Ziegler-Nichols ex periment is used to determine a suita
ble point, we have 'i> -= 1/ kc and Cpp = O. The controller parameters are Lhen 
given by Ie -= 0.35 kc• 'fi -= 0.77 TCj and T" = O.19T". This ca n be compared 
with the values g1ven by the Ziegler-Nichols frequency response method. 

The Ziegler-Nichols frequency response method and the modified Ziegler
Nichols method are based on the idea of moving one point on the Nyquist 
curve to a desired position. The terms phase margin and amplitude margin 

. '-'--~-~--~ . 

"" 

Figure 4.5 
Nyquist Curves of Systems with Equal Amplitude Margin 

and Their Corresponding Closed-Loop Step Responses 
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;0 define one point on the Nyquist curve. In most cases these simple design 
les are sufficient, but there are exceptions. Figure 4.5 shows the Nyquist 
rves of three systems having the same amplitude margin, Am = 2. This 
~ans that all Nyquist curves pass through the point z = -0.5. Figure 4.6 
ows the Nyquist curves of three systems having the same phase margin, 
I = 45°. This means that all Nyquist curves pass through the point z = 
.707 - 0.707i. The corresponding step responses clearly demonstrate that 
~ transient behavior of the control loop is also influenced by other points 
the Nyquist curve. Design methods where several points on the Nyquist 
rve are determined are described below. 

" 

, .. 

Figure 4.6 
Nyquist Curves of Systems with Equal Phase Margin 

and Their Corresponding Closed-Loop Step Responses 
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4.3 DOMINANT POLE DESIGN 
The Ziegler-Nichols methods discussed in the previous section were based 
on the knowledge of only one point on the Nyquist curve of the open-loop 
process dynamics. This ectie n presents ~esign method lhat uses two_ 

j rt"the-N~~is base-a 'on a-simpl(}-im[n o :j 
estimating the dominant poles.JlLthc-clos~ - 00 system from the open-loop ( 
transfer function. I he nOtion of dominant poles- is [rrst cfiScussea. The - - - . ./ 
design me(hoa is then developed. 

Dominant poles 
Consider a closed-loop system obtained by negative feedback around a 

linear system with the transfer function G(s) (see Figure 4.7). The transfer 
function of the closed-loop system from the command signal to the output is 
given by 

GJs) = 
G(s) 

1 + G(s) 

Many properties of the closed-loop system can be deduced from the poles 
and the zeros of Ge(s), which are the same as the zeros of G(s) (i.e., the zeros 
of the plant and the controller). The closed-loop poles are the roots of the 
equation 

1 + G(s) = 0 

The pole-zero configurations of closed-loop systems may vary considera
bly. Many simple feedback loops will, however, have a configuration of the 
type shown in Figure 4.8 where the principal characteristics of the response 
are given by a complex pair of poles, PI and P2' called the dominant poles. 
The response is also somewhat influenced by real poles and zeros P3 and Z J' 

respectively. The position of Z I and P3 may be reserved. There may also be 
more poles and zeros far from the origin. Poles and zeros whose real parts 
are much smaller than the real part of the dominant poles have little influ
ence on the transient response. Classical control was very much concerned 
with closed-loop sy~iems having the pole-zero configuration shown in Fig
ure 4.8. 

Even if many closed-loop systems have a pole-zero configuration similar 
to the one shown in Figure 4.8, there are, however, exceptions. For instance, 
systems with mechanical resonances, which may have poles and zeros close 
to the imaginary axis, are generic examples of systems that do not fit the 
pole-zero pattern of the figure. Such systems are not treated in this section. 

clo 
par 
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G (s) J----,r- y 

-1 

Figure 4.7 
Block Diagram oE a Simple Feedback System 

Irnz 

Rez 

Figure 4.8 
Pole-Zero Configuration oE a Simple Feedback System 

PI Control 
~ dominant pole design method will first be applied to PI control. Two 
-loop poles can be specified, since a PI controller has two adjustable 
leters. Let the PI controller be parameterized as 

=k+5... 
s 
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where k is the proportional gain and k j is the integral gain. The parameters k 
and k j will be determined so that the closed-loop system has poles at s;:: PI 

and s ;:: P2' where 

P, ;:: -~wo + iwoJl-12 ;:: -0 + iw 

P2 ;:: -~wo - iwo Jl-12;:: -0 - iw 

This implies 

1 + [k + ;;] Gp(PI) ;:: 0 

I + [k + ;J Gp (P2) ;:: 0 

(4.2) 

where G;:: GRGp, and Gp is the transfer function of the process. The above 
equation is linear in k and k j • It has a solution if I G(p I) I #- O. The solution 
IS 

~ A (w/) + 'B(wo) 
- -
~ [A (wu)2 + 'B(wO)2] 

(4.3) 

where (£00) ;:: Re Gr(p,) and B(wo) ;:: [m Gp(p,). 
The parameter Wo can be viewed as a design parameter that determines 

the respouse speed. Small values of £00 give a slow system, and large value 
give a fast system. If the pmce dynamics are of first order, the closed-loop 
system only has two poles: P j and P2. The design parameter £00 can then be 
chosen nrbitrarily. For bigher-order dynamics the closed-Joop system will, 
however hnve more poles. For stable systems with poles on the real axis, 
these poles will have real parts that are greater than - ,£00 for large Woo The 
condi tion that the poles p, and P2 are dominating will tbus give an admissi
ble range of the d.esign parameter £00. he upper bound of £0 0 can be deter
mined rrom the condition that the largest pole on the real axis is at s = - £YWo. 

For stable processes Gl" the function A(wo) is positive and B(wo) is sma ll 
for small £00 . It then follows that the l'roportiOllal gain k(wo) is negative for 
small £00. Since it is normally desirable to have positive controller gains, a 
lower bound for the design parameter is given by the condition k(wO[) ;:: O. 
The value £0 01 cOrIesponds to pure integral control. Analogously, the value 
wOP corresponds to pure proportional control. An alternaLive to choosing 
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I' based on pole dominance, is to select an Wo that gives the largest value of 
e integral gain. This gives values that are very close to those obtained from 
e condition of pole dominance. A physical interpretation of the condition 
11 be given later in connection with the discussion of PID control. 

PD Control 
The dominant pole design can also be applied to PD control. Let the PD 
ntroller be parameterized as 

~(S) = k + kds 

ld require that the closed-loop system has poles at P I and P2 given by 
Iuation 4.2. Calculations analogous to those for the PI controller give 

-~ A(wo) + 'B(wo) 

.JT=12 [A(wO)2 + B(wO)2] 

Wo .JT=12 [A (wO)2 + B(wo)2J 

(4.4) 

here A(wo) = Re Gp(p,) and B(wo) = 1m Gp(p,). Notice that PI and PD 
Illtrol are complementary since Equation 4.4 gives kd(UJo) < 0 for w < wOp 
ld (4.3) gives klwo) < 0 for w > wOp The design parameter Wo is thus 
ways larger for PD control than for PI control as can be expected. An 
>per bound for the design parameter for PD control is given by the condi
)n k(wOD ) = 0, where parameter wOD corresponds to pure derivative con-
01. A reasonable choice of the design parameter is the value that corres
mds to the largest value of the proportional gain. Another alternative is to 
lalyze the conditions for pole dominance. 

PID Control 
'it11 PiD control, it is possible to position three closed-loop poles. Let th~ 
'lllsfer function of the PID regulator be parameterized as __ ) --

k~ 
R(s) = k' + -' + k'as 

s 

here k' is the proportional gain, k; the integral gain, and k'a the derivative 
lin. Two closed-loop poles will first be .positioned according to Equation 
2, as was done for PI control. Assume that the PI design problem is 
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already solved, i.e., that the functions k(w o) and ki(wO) given by Equation 
4.3 are known. The value of the regulator transfer function G'R at PI = -0 + 

iw is 

GR(-o+iw) = 
k~ 

k' + ' 
-0 + iw 

+ k',i-o + iw) 

oe [wk~ ] = k' - ---i - okd + i --++ wkd 
Wo Wo 

Requiring that this transfer function has the same value as the transfer 
function for PI control gives 

k' - ok; _ okd = k _ ok; 
w5 W5 

wk~ wk i ---' + wk' = w5 d - w5 
Hence, 

(4.5) 

Thus, there is a two-parameter (wO,kd) family of gains for a PID regulator, 
which gives a closed-loop system with poles at s = PI and s = P2' The 
parameter kd will now be determined so that the closed-loop system also has 
a pole at s = -woo 
Hence, 

[ 
k~ ] 1 + k' - w~ - kdwO Gp(-wo) = 0 

Inserting the expressions in Equation 4.5 for k' and k; gives 

[ 
k. . ] I + k - w~ + 20kd - 2wokd Gp(-wo) = 0 

If Gp ( -wo) #- 0, this equation can be solved with respect to k d. The solution 
is 

= 1 + [k(wo) - ki(wO)jwo]Gp(-wo) 

2wo(l - OGp(-%) 
(4.6) 
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alions 4.5 and 4.6 define a one-parameter (w~ family of controller 
s, wruch gives a closed-loop system with poles at -Cw o.. ± i~() ~ 
- wo. /ffneparameter Wo may- De vi'ewea as a eslgn pararne~er. Small 
;.., f (1)0 give a slow y tern, and larg valu a (a I 'y t m. If li1el"e<tre 
onstraints on the signs of the regulator gains and the system dynamics 
}f second order, arbitrary values of design parameter Wo can be speci-
since the closed-loop system has only three poles. For systems with 

er-order dynamics, the condition that the chosen poles are dominating 
give constraints on the design parameter. 

np/e 4.3-The properties of the dominant pole design method will now 
lustrated. Consider a process with the transfer function given in Equa-
4.1. A PI regulator that gives closed-loop poles with relative damping 
.707 will first be designed. The smallest value of the design parameter 
gives a nonnegative proportional gain is (VOl = 0.62. This corresponds to 
integral control, i.e., k = 0 and k; = 0.394. For wo = 2.23, the closed-loop 

:m has poles at -1.58 ± 1.58i, -2.24, -20.6, and -100. The controller 
s are k = 1.62 and 1'; = 0.70. A comparison with Example 4.1 and 
nple 4.2 shows that the parameters obtained by the dominant pole 
~n are significantly different from those obtained by the Ziegler-Nichols 
IOds. For larger values of wo, the pole at -2.24 will move towards the 

and bec~me dominatip.&,. For..su(fioiently largewo, ·gain k; becomes 
.tive. Controller gaill.S fOJ orne different values of C1!o are shown.inTable 
The Integral gain (k;) has its largest value for Wo = 2.45. The parameters 
C = 1.73 and 1'; = 0.74, which are close to the values obtained for pole 
lnance. The integral gain becQ!l1es zero lor Wo= 3.72. PO control can be 
for huger values. of ())o~e controller parameters [or PD control are 
hown in Table 4.3. T1iC proportional gain has i~g 1.t,!£..!2r iVo = 

,_.~·~~mes ~r _ 0 = 16.65. ~ilh PID control, the _design 
meter can be lncreased significantly compared with PI control. able 
hows the parameters obtained for different woo ::r.h~clQsed.-lo"()p system 
lave a double pole at s = -wo for Wo = 7.16. The regulator parameters are 
k = 11.9, 1'; = 0.45, and Td = 0.115. To assess the different designs, first 
rve that the time to the peak of a step response is approximately 4.5/ woo 
value of Wo can thus be used to determine the response time. The value 
!e integral gain (k;) is also useful to assess the response to load distur
:es. Consider a step in load disturbances. The control law is given by 

= ke(t) + k; Fe(S)dS + kd ~; 
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Table 4.3 
PI and PD Regulators for Different Values of Design Parameter {lJo 

{lJo k k· I T j kd Td 

0.62 0 0.394 
1.00 0.51 0.887 0.574 
2.00 1.48 2. 16 0.684 
2.20 1.60 2.29 0.700 
2.30 1.66 2.33 0.713 
2.40 1.71 2.35 0.728 
2.45 1.73 2.35 0.738 
2.50 1.76 2.35 0.748 
2.60 1.80 2.32 0.774 
3.00 1.90 1.96 0.972 
3.72 1.88 0 00 0 0 
4.00 2.24 0.080 0.036 
6.00 5.09 0.598 0.118 
8.00 7.73 1.02 0.132 
10.0 9.43 1.33 0.141 
11.0 9.72 1.45 0.150 
12.0 9.52 1.55 0.163 
14.0 7.36 1.67 0.226 
16.0 2.33 1.68 0.322 

16.65 0 1.66 00 

Table 4.4 
PID Regulators for Different Values of Design Parameter· {lJo 

k k j T . kd Td 
-( 

Wo I 

2.00 1.15 1.70 -0.114 
2.24 1.62 2.31 0 0.704 0 
3.00 3.32 4.98 0.336 0.668 0.101 
4.00 5.78 10.0 0.705 0.587 0.122 
5.00 8.20 16.1 0.996 0.510 0.121 
6.00 10.3 22.1 1.21 0.466 0.118 
7.00 11.8 26.2 1.35 0.500 0.115 

6 7.16 11.9 26.5 1.37 0.452 0.115 
7.50 12.2 26.8 1.40 0.454 0.115 
8.00 12.3 26. 1 1.42 0.473 0.115 
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\ssume that the system is initially at rest. With a controller having 
gral action, the error and its derivative are then zero. Let the system be 
iect to a load disturbance. For systems with constant static gain, the load 
urbance must be compensated with a change of the control signal D.u. 
s change is then given by 

= k,. {'" e(s)ds 

'he error integral due to a load disturbance is then 

D.u 
e(s)ds = 

Ie, 

:;'or a given load disturbance, the error integral is thus inversely propor
tal to k,.. 
rhe properties of the different control laws can now be assessed. With 
e integral control, design parameter Wo is 0.62 and k,. is 0.39. The peak 
e is then approximately 7.2s. With PI control, the design parameter can 
;hosen in the range 0.62 < Wo < 2.5. This means that the response time 
be increased by a factor of 4 compared to pure integral control. The 

:gral gain k,. can also be increased from 0.39 to 2.35, which means that the 
)r integral for load disturbances can be reduced by a factor of 6 corn
ed to pure integral control. Notice that the largest value of k,. is obtained 
Wo = 2.45. 
Nith PD control, the design parameter can be chosen in the range 3.7:::; 
S; II, with proportional gains in the range 1.9:::; k:::; 9.7. The largest 
le of the· loop gain with PD control is 9.7, which means that PD control 
only be used if the largest steady-state error is less than 1O%. 

Nith PID control the design parameter Wo can be chosen in the range 0.6 
)0:::; 7.5. The value Wo = 7.5 gives a threefold increase of response time 
lpared to PI control. The integral gain k j can be increased from 2.35 for 
control to 26.8, which corresponds to an error integral for load distur
tces that is more than 11 times smaller. 
~esponses to step changes in the set point and load are shown in Figure 
The simulations support the results of the anaJ sis. 

Ghe donfiiiam po\e deslgn is useful since it gives predicta Le results. Il 
, however, the drawback that the transfer function n· tI~_ 

1 lex pia pproximate methods, which require only the values of the 
luist curve, are, therefore, developed below. 
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Proca;ll'- output. and .. t. point. 
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Figure 4.9 
Step and Load Disturbance Responses of the Closed-Loop System in 

Example 4.3 Obtained with the Dominant Pole Design with ai o = 7.16 

Approximate Determination 
of the Dominan t Poles 

The following is a simple method for estimating the dominant poles from 
knowledge of the Nyquist curve of the open-loop system. The closed-loop 
poles are given by the characteristic equation 

G(s) + 1 = 0 

A Taylor series expansion around s = iw gives 

o = 1 + G(-a+iw) = 1 + G(iw) + iaG'(iw) + ... 

where 

G'(iw) 
= dG(iw) 

dw 
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~eglecting terms of second and higher orders in a, we find 

G(iw) + iaG'(iw) = 0 

Ice, 

.1 + G(iw) 
I . 

G'(IW) 
(4.7) 

both a and w of the dominant poles are determined. Notice that w must 
:hosen so that a becomes real. This analytic derivation shows that Equa
, 4.7 will give good results for small a, i.e., when the dominant poles are 
e to the imaginary axis. The approximation will not hold if the function 
) has singularities inside a circle with the center in iw and radius w. This 
LnS that a must be smaller than w. 
f the derivative is approximated by a difference between two close points 
the Nyquist curve, the following expression for determining a is 
l.ined: 

W2) - G(iw I) = 
w 2 - wI a 

(4.8) 

Iy introducing a controller in the loop, the dominant poles may be 
led to the desired new positions. The corresponding design problem may 
I be expressed in terms of the frequency (w) and the relative damping W 
he dominant poles. 
'0 perform the design, it is assumed that the values of the open-loop 
.sfer function at two neighboring frequencies, w J and w2' are known, i.e., 

iwl) = a l + ib
J 

!W 2) = a2 + ib 2 

t is also assumed that frequencies wI and w2 are close to the crossover 
uency. The design is not restricted to any particular controller structure, 
almost any controller with at least two adjustable parameters may be 
. A PID controller of the form 

s) = K[l + _l_+s1d] 
sT; 

losen as an illustration. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a given 
don between the integration time Cf;) and the derivative time (Td)' 

: exT; (4.9) 
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Hence, 

+ saT] 
sT 

This regulator has two adjustable parameters: gain K, which moves the 
Nyquist curve radially from the origin, and time constant T, which twists the 
curve. 

The design problem is then to determine a controller so that the transfer 
function of the compensated system has desired values at the two frequen
cies, i.e., 

G(iw J) = Go(iwJ) GR(iwl) = cJ + idJ 

G(iw 2) = Go(iw2) GR (iw2) = c2 + id2 

(4.10) 

In the sequel, it is assumed that the desired frequency (w) of the dominant 
poles is equal to w 2• The following relation is then obtained from Equation 
4.8: 

a = 

The relative damping (0 is introduced by 

_ 'w2 a -
JI-C2 

These twa equations now give 

G(iw2) - G(iwI) .JT=12 i(w; - wI) Ll . 
- ---''''---'--....!:.... = . = IK 

G(iw2) + 1 , W2 

It follows from Equation 4.10 that 

C:z - c[ + i(d2 - d l ) 

C2+ 1 + id2 

This gives 

= iK 

(

C2 - c1 + Kd2 = 0 

d2 - d l - K(C2 + 1) = 0 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

These conditions determine parameters K and T of the PIO regulator. 
Equation 4.11 gives a second-order equation for T, from which Tis solved. 
Gain K is then obtained from Equation 4.12. 
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:ample 4.4-Consider the system given by Equation 4.1. Two points on 
! Nyquist curve that are used for the design are given by 

;'(8'i) = - 0.0593 - i·0.0135 

;'(10'i) = - 0.0396 

U sing these two values of G(iw), the design method presented above can 
applied. The following set of PID parameters is obtained for a = 0.25, w 2 
10, and, = 0.4: 

'" 14.2 r; = 0.407 Td = 0.102 

~p and load disturbance responses of the closed-loop system are given in 
~ure 4.10. 

L5 Cant-ral:li gnal 

LO 

5 . 

o 

,,~------------------

2 

Figure 4.10 
Step and Load Disturbance Responses of the Closed-Loop System in 
Example 4.4 Obtained with the Approximate Dominant Pole Design 
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A comparison of Figures 4.2 and 4.3 with Figure 4.10 shows that the 
responses obtained with the approximate dominant pole design are consid
erably better than those obtained by the Ziegler-Nichols methods. The price 
to be paid for the improved performance is that it is necessary to determine 
two points on the Nyquist curve of the open-loop system instead of one for 
the Ziegler-Nichols methods. 

The parameters obtained by the approximate dominant pole design are 
quite similar to those obtained by the Ziegler-Nichols method. In the exam
ple, the gain is K= 14.2 versus 15 for the Ziegler-Nichols frequency response 
method. The other parameters are 1'; = 0.41 (0.31) and Td = 0.10 (0.08). The 
fact that the responses are different indicates that the parameter adjustment 
may be critical. This will be discussed further in Section 4.7. 

Also notice that the design method is based on specification of only two 
parameters, a and co, the dominant poles. This implies that the gains of a PI 
or PD regulator are uniquely given. One extra condition has to be intro
duced to specify the three parameters of a PID controller, this condition 
being arbitrarily chosen as Equation 4.9. 

4.4 FREQUENCY DOMAIN DESIGN 
If several points on the Nyquist curve are known, many different design 
methods can be used. A common frequency domain approach attempts to 
find a compensator such that the magnitude of the closed-loop frequency 
response has unit gain at 10~ frequencies and a resonance peak, M p , which 
is less than a prescribed value. Such a design method is presented below. 

Mp Values 
Let G = GRGp be the loop transfer function, i.e., the product of the 

transfer function of the controller and the process. The closed-loop transfer 
function is 

G 
Gs = I + G 

The curves in the G-plane where Gs has constant magnitude are given by 

I l~GI=M (4.13) 
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ese are circles in the complex G-plane, called .oM-circles". A few of the 
~les are shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 
Complex G-plane with M-drc1es 
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The Mp value of a system is the largest value of M on ils Nyqu ist curve. 
Notice that the Nyquist cw"Vc of a system is tangential to the M-circle, which 
corresponds to M = MI' . The M p value can be related to other system 
characteri stics and can be approximately computed from the relative damp
ing CO of the dominant poles in the following way: 

1 
M = 

p 2~~ 

~ is related to the full period damping as 

Related values of Mp, ~, and d are shown in Table 4.5, which also shows 
the radius (r) and the center (I) of the M-circles, given by 

M 
r = ---

M2 - I 

M2 
1= M2 - I 

Table 4.5. 
Corresponding Values of Mp , Rela live Damping (0, 

Absolute Damping (d), Radius (r) and Center (f) of the M-Circ1es. 

Mp , d r f 

l.l 0.54 0.018 5.24 5.76 
1.2 0.47 0.034 2.72 3.27 
1.3 0.42 0.052 1.88 2.45 
1.4 0.39 0.071 1.46 2.04 
1.5 0.36 0.091 1.20 1.80 

Design Method 
In the M-circle design method, the performance is specified by the Mp 

value, which is typical1y ChOSCD in the range Mp = 1.1- 1.5. The design rule is 
that Ule Nyquist curve of the compensated open-loop transfer function 
sh uld avoid the interior of the circle associated with lbe specified M p value 
and, instead, be tangent to it (see Figure 4.12). 
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1m G(iw) 

Re G(iw) 

Figure 4.12 
Graphical Illustration of the Design Procedure 

The procedure can be described in some detail as follows. Let GJ.Jw) and 
R(iw) denote the transfer functions of the process and the controller. 
ssume that the open-loop freq uency response of the process is measured at 
~quency w, i.e., 

P(iw) = a + b 

Also assume that the derivative of Gp is measured at the same frequency. 
nis can be done by measuring Gp at two neighboring frequencies. Hence, 

~(iw) = c + id 

The transfer function of a PIO controller is 

R(iw) =' K [1 + i( wTd - w
1
T;)] 

.ence, 
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Let the point where the compensated Nyquist curve touches the Mp circle 
be specified by angle I{) (see Figure 4.12). This point is then given by the 
complex number: 

A = -/ + r cos I{) - ir sin I{) 

The open-loop transfer function of the compensated system is 

G = GpGR 

Requiring that the compensated Nyquist curve goes through A gives 

Gp(iw) GR(iw) = -/+ r cos(l{) - ir sin(l{) 

Separating the real and imaginary parts of this equation gives 

K[ a - b ( w Td - w
1T; )] = -/ + r cos I{) 

K[ b + a ( wId - w
1T; )] = -r sin I{) 

(4.14) 

The condition that the compensated Nyquist curve is a tangent to the Mp 
circle at A can be expressed as 

arg G' = arg(G~GR + GpG~) = 
7T 

- - I{) 
2 

This equation implies that 

tan I{) 

C-d(W Id --1 )-b(Id++ ) 
wT w T _ I I 

d + C ( wId - _1_) + b ( Id + + ) 
wT; w T; 

(4.15) 

We thus obtain three conditions: two for positioning the point and one 
for the slope. Since point A can be positioned anywhere on the chosen M 
circle, one extra degree of freedom can be chosen as angle I{) in Figure 4.12, 
thus obtaining three conditions to determine four parameters (K, T;, Td , and 
I{). An auxiliary condition is obtained from 

wI; = 0: (4.16) 

where 0: is a number in the range 3-6. This requirement implies that the 
integral action acts at a time scale that is compatible with the bandwidth (w). 
With this additional requirement, the design procedure gives unique values 
of the PID parameters. 
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Validation 
It is important to test the validity of a design based on simplified assump

ions. First notice that the given procedure is based on local properties of the 
~yquist curve; hence, there is no guarantee that the Nyquist curve will 
'emain outside the Mp disc globally. 

Although it is not possible to guarantee the properties of a design without 
lccess to detailed models or experiments, several quantities can be com
JUted to obtain indications of the validity of a design. 

The dimensionless quantity wTd can be interpreted as the normalized 
>rediction horizon. This quantity should be small for the prediction to be 
~ood. To obtain a number, we can observe that a straight line prediction of 
1 sinusoid can be made with a precision of 10% if 

VTd < 0.8 (4.17) 

Another quantity of importance is the ratio T;! Td . The numerator of the 
·egulator transfer function has zeros at 

i = 2~d [-1 ± vi 1-47;t!T, ] 

If TJ Td is too small, the zeros will have poor damping. Since the closed
,oop poles will migrate towards the zeros, we will thus require that I; > Td . 

fhis condition is automatically guaranteed by Equations 4.16 and 4.17. 
A third condition is that the quantity 

y = arctan ( wTd __ 1_) 
wI'; 

~which represents the phase shift in the controller) is of reasonable magni
tude, say less than 11"/3. This condition is also guaranteed by Equations 4.16 
and 4.17. 

It can thus be concluded that it is practical to impose the conditions of 
Equations 4.16 and 4.17 since this will automatically guarantee that other 
important conditions hold. 

Design Variables 
The design variables are the frequency (w) and the Mp value. Although 

Mp values close to one will give systems with good damping, thcre are 
several drawbacks in choosing too small a value, because the associated M 
circle will then have a large radius, and it is then a greater risk that the 
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Nyquist curve will enter it at some other frequency. With a large radius of 
the M circle, the design will also be more sensitive. Reasonable values are 
therefore in the range of 1.3 to 1.5. According to Table 4.5, this corresponds 
to a relative damping around 004. 

The frequency ew) is also a critical variable. Experience has indicated that 
it is sensible to choose a frequency where the Nyquist curve of the process is 
in the third quadrant. 

Proc.~s out-put. and set point. 

0.5 

°1L-----------.-------------,------------~----------__, 

15 Control signal 

10 • 

s . 

o 

Figure 4.13 
Step and Load Responses for the PID Controllers Obtained by the 

M circle Design Method. (The design parameters are Mp = 1.3 
and w~ = 3. The responses for w = 4,5, and 6 rad/s are shown.) 
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1(ample 4.5-The design procedure described above can be illustrated 
,ing the process model (Equation 4.1). The design parameters are chosen 
Mp = 1.3 and wT; = 3. Solving the design equations, the following con

oller parameters for w = 4, 5, 6, and 7 are obtained: 

w K 1'; Td wTd 1';/Td 
4 6.3 0.75 0.07 0.27 11.0 
5 10.0 0.60 0.10 0.52 5.8 
6 13.5 0.50 0.12 0.72 4.2 
7 15.6 0.43 0.13 0.92 3.2 

The PID controller obtained for w = 4 has phase lag. The value of wTd is 
little too high for w = 7. This indicates that PID control can be used for 
mdwidths up to 6 radl s but not higher with the chosen Mp value. Figure 
13 shows the responses of the regulators obtained for w = 4, 5, and 6 radl s. 
the Mp value is increased to 1.5, a valid design can be obtained for w = 7 

.dls. The parameters are K= 14.8, 1';= 0.43 and Td= 0.105. For this design, 
Td = 0.74. A comparison with the previous results shows that the main 
fect of increasing Mp is that the derivation time decreases. 

4.5 POLE PLACEMENT 
le design methods presented previously in this chapter are all based on a 
nited knowledge of the process transfer function. Since the PID controller 
IS only three design parameters, it cannot arbitrarily compensate more 
Implicated process transfer functions. However, if the process is described 
1 a low-order transfer function, a complete pole placement design can be 
:rformed, as described below. 

PI Control of a First-Order System 
Suppose that the process can be described by the following first-order 

ode!: 
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which has only two parameters, the process gain (kp ) and the time constant 
(TJ). By controlling this process with the PI controller, 

G
R 

= K[l + _1_] 
sT; 

a second-order closed-loop system is obtained: 

G = GpGR 

c 1 + GpGR 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

The two closed-loop poles can be chosen arbitrarily by a suitable choice 
of the gain (K) and the integral time (T;) of the controller. This is seen as 
follows. The poles are given by the characteristic equation, i.e., the equation 

The characteristic equation becomes 

s2 + S -+-p- + -p_ = 0 ( 
1 k K) k K 
1[ 1[ 1[ T; 

(4.21) 

Now suppose that the desired closed-loop poles are characterized by their 
relative damping CO and their frequency (w). The desired characteristic 
equation then becomes 

(4.22) 

Making the coefficients of these two characteristic equations equal gives two 
equations for determining K and T;: 

w 2 := kpK 
1[T; 

1 + k K 
2,w = p 

~ 

(4.23) 

Hence, the following PI parameters are obtained: 

(4.24) 
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otice that in order to have positive controller gains it is necessary that 
:hosen bandwidth (w) be larger than 1/(2{T1). Also notice that if w is 
the integration time T; is given by 

w 

is thus independent of the process dynamics for large w. There is no 
Lal upper bound to the bandwidth. However, a simplified model like 
ltion 4.18 will not hold for large frequencies. The upper bound on the 
[width is therefore determined by the validity of the model. 

PID Control of Second-Order Systems 
IIp pose that the process is characterized by the second-order model 

kp (4.25) 
(I + sTj)(l + sT2) 

his model has three parameters. By using a PID controller, which also 
,hree parameters, it is possible to arbitrarily place the three poles of the 
:d-loop system. The transfer function of the PID controller can be 
en as 

= K(l + sI; + s2I;Td) 
sI; 

'he characteristic equation of the closed-loop system becomes 

, suitable closed-loop characteristic equation of a third-order system is 

(4.26) 

;h contains two dominant poles with relative damping ({) and frequency 
and a real pole located in -aw. Identifying the coefficients in these two 
'acteristic equations gives 
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(4.27) 

These three equations determine the PID parameters K, ~, and Td . The 
solution is 

K = 1) T2w2(1 + 2Ctx) - I 

kp 

Ii 
= 1) T2w2(1 + 2Ctx - I 

7;1 = 

1j T2,txill J 

1) 72w(cr + 20 - 71- 12 
( 21)J; (J + 2'cr) - I 

Notice that pure PI control is obtained for 

1)+12 
ill = 

e (tx + 201) 12 

(4.28) 

Notice also that the choice of w may be critical. The derivation time is 
negative for w < we' The frequency (wJ thus gives a lower bound to the 
bandwidth. Also notice that the gain increases rapidly with w. The upper 
bound to the bandwidth is given by the validity of the simplified model 
(Equation 4.25). 

Example 4.6-In this example, the model (Equation 4.1) is approximated 
with the second-order model 

(l + s)(1 + 0.26s) 

Here, the longest time constant of the model is kept, and the three 
shortest time constants are approximated with their sum. If, = 0.5 and a = I 
are chosen, the design calculation gives the following PID parameters: 
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= 0.52w 2 - I 

0.52w 2 - I 
= 

0.26w 3 

0.52w - 1.26 
d -

0.52w 2 - I 

In this case, pure PI control is obtained for w = 2.4. The derivative gain 
~omes negative for lower bandwidths. The approximation neglects the 
ld time constant 0.05. If the neglected dynamics are required to give a 
ase error of, at most, 0.3 rad (17 deg) at the bandwidth, w < 6 radl scan 
obtained. In Figure 4.14, the behavior of the control is demonstrated for 
= 4, 5, and 6. It is straightforward to apply the direct design approach 
,ed on the simplified process models. The specification of the desired 

?rocess output ~nd set point 

20 Control ~ign;ll 

10 

Figure 4.14 
Step and Load Disturbance Responses oE the Process 

(Equation 4.1) Controlled by a PID Controller Tuned According 
to Example 4.6 (The responses Eor OJ = 4, 5, and 6 are shown.) 
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closed-loop bandwidth is, however, crucial since the controller gain will 
increase rapidly with the specified bandwidth. It is crucial to know the 
frequency range where the model is valid. Alternatively, an upper bound to 
the controller gain can be used to limit the bandwidth. Notice the effect of 
changing the design frequency (w). The system with w = 6 responds faster 
and has a smaller error when subjected to load disturbances. Simulations 
indicate that the design will not work well when w is increased above 8. 

Cancellation of Process Poles 
A particular class of design methods is based on the idea of choosing the 

parameters of the controller so that the dominant process poles are can
celed. These methods are quite popular because they are very simple and 
give a good response to set point changes. They will, however, often give 
poor response to load disturbances. 

To explain the methods, consider the transfer functions of a PI controller: 

GR(s) = k [ I + _I ] = k(1 + sT;) 
sT; sT; 

and an ideal PID controller with error feedback: 

G () - k[ I I ] _ k[1 + sT; + s2T;TdJ 
R s - + - + sTd -

sT; sT; 

One process pole can be canceled by a PI controller, and two process 
poles can be canceled by a PID controller. The response to load disturban
ces is poor for the designs based on cancellation because the dynamics 
corresponding to the canceled poles will appear in the response to the load 
disturbance. These modes will then recover in the same way as for the 
open-loop system. The same phenomena occur if the cancellation is not 
exact. 

Example 4.7-PID design based on cancellation of process poles 

Consider the system given by Equation 4.1. The system has the poles p I = 
-I, p2 = -1/0.2 = -5, p3 = -1/0.05 = -20, and p4 = -1/0.01 = -100. Two of 
these poles can be canceled with a PID controller. Choosing the parameters 
T; and Td so that the slowest poles are canceled, 

I + sT; + s2T;Td = (l + s)(l + 0.2s) = I + 1.2s + 0.2s2 
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This gives ~ = 1.2 and Td = 0.167. To find a suitable value of the con
roller gain, proceed as in the direct pole placement method in Example 4.6. 
'he compensated transfer function becomes 

, k k 
TR(s)Gp(s) = s~(l + 0.05s)(1 + O.ols) = s~(l + 0.06s) 

The characteristic equation of the closed-loop system is, therefore, 

(l + 0.06s) + 
k 

~ 
= 0 

Ir 

2+ 16.7s + 
16.7k 

O· = 
~ 

Identifying this with the characteristic equation 

;lVes 

r = 4.21; _ 5.0 
--v- - r 

Choosing a relative damping' = 0.7, then k = 10 and w = 11.7. Figure 4.15 
hows the response of the closed-loop system obtained with these controller 
mrameters. For comparison, the following results are obtained with a pole 
Jiacement controller without cancellation. This controller has the parame
ers k = 12, ~ = 0.37, Td = 0.11, N= 10 and b = 0.35. Notice the fast response 
o command signals and the poor response to load disturbances. Also notice 
he "spike" in the control signal, which depends on the fact that the deriva
ive acts on the reference signal. The error due to a load disturbance decays 
",ith a time constant of Is, which corresponds to the cancelled mode p I = -1 
)f the open-loop system. Because of the cancellation, the controller will not 
Ittempt to control this mode. This is clearly seen in the fact that the control 
;ignal settles much faster than the error at the load disturbance. 

Although the designs based on cancellation of process poles are simple, 
hey will not be discussed further because of their poor performance when 
oubjected to load disturbances. 
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10 Control sign.1 

Figure 4.15 
Simulation of PID Controller Based on Cancellation of Process Poles 

(For comparison, see the results of an equivalent design without 
cancellation shown by the thin lines.) 

4.6 DISCRETE TIME POLE PLACEMENT 
The examples have shown that PID controllers can be used for pole place
ment design when the process model is of low order. In the examples, 
continuous time models of the controller and the process have been used. It 
is also possible to'use discrete time controllers for the pole placement design 
of discrete time process models, as shown below. 

In Section 3.4, a discrete time process model was introduced using the 
z-transform instead of the Laplace transform used in continuous time mod
els. Let the process be described by the transfer function 

H ( ) = B(z) 
p z A(z) (4.29) 
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Let U(z) and E(z) denote the z-transforms of the control signal, u(t), and 
he error signal, e(t). A general description of the controller is then 

~(z) U(z) = S(z)E(z) 

The transfer function of the controller can be written as 

r _ U(z) _ S(z) 
'lR(z) - E(z) - R(z) 

The closed-loop transfer function is given by 

'l (z) - HpHR 
C - 1+ HpHR 

md the characteristic equation therefore becomes 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

Using Equations 4.29 and 4.30, the characteristic equation can also be 
IIIritten as 

4(z)R(z) + B(z)S(z) = 0 (4.32) 

Now suppose that the process is of second order with the following 
ransfer function polynomials: 

4(z) = z2+alz+a2 

Y(z) = biz + b2 

This structure of the process model captures many processes common in 
:he process controller and is, for example, obtained by sampling the contin
lOUS time model (Equation 4.25) in the previous section. To ensure that the 
:ontroller has integral action, the R-polynomial must be of the form 

R(z) = (z-l)RI(z) 

The controller polynomials are given on the general forms 

S'(z) = SOZ2 + Siz + S 2 

R(z) = (z - l)(z + 'I) 

Thus, the characteristic equation is obtained: 

:z2 + alz + a2)(z - l)(z + 'I) + (bIz + b2)(soz2 + Slz + s2) = 0 (4.33) 

which is of fourth order. Assume that the desired closed-loop characteristic 
polynomial is given by 
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P(z) = (z - e-awh )2(z2 + Plz + P2) 

where 

PI = -2 e-{wh cos(wh~2) 
P

2 
= e-2{wh 

(4.34) 

This corresponds to a fourth-order system having two dominant poles 
with relative damping Wand frequency (w), and two real poles located in 
-aw. 

The controller parameters can now be determined from the two descrip
tions of the characteristic equation, Equations 4.33 and 4.34. By comparing 
terms of equal power of z, parameters 'I' so' sl' and s2 can be determined, as 
illustrated in the following example. A detailed presentation of the discrete 
time design method is given in the book by Astrom and Wittenmark (1984). 

Example 4.8-In Example 4.6, the fourth-order model (Equation 4.1) was 
approximated by the second-order model: 

1 
Gp(S) = (1 + s)(1 + 0.26s) 

If this model is sampled with the sampling period h = O.ls, the following 
discrete time model is obtained: 

H (z) = 0.0164z + 0.0140 
p z2 - 1.583z + 0.616 

If the design parameters are' = 0.5, w = 4, and a = 1, the desired 
characteristic polynomial becomes 

(z - 0.670)2(z2 - 1.54z + 0.670 

Comparing this characteristic polynomial with the one obtained accord
ing to Equation 1.33, the following set of controller parameters is obtained: 

'J = -0.407 

So = 6.74 

sl = -9.89 

s2 = 3.61 

~ \ 
I 
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5 Proces! out.put. and set. point 

a 

~~----

Figure 4.16 
~p and Load Disturbance Responses of the Process (Equation 4.1) Controlled 

by a PID Controller Tuned Accordjng to Example 4.8 

In Figure 4.16, the behavior of the control is demonstrated. Although the 
in is fairly high (see the control signal), the response to the load distur
,nee is quite slow because of the low value of w. 
A drawback with direct digital design is that it is normally difficult to 

inslate the controller to PID structure. The structure of the controller 
,ed in this section is such a case. On the other hand, this general form is 
:eful when trying to cope with problems that are hard to solve with the 
andard PID controller. Such an example is dead time compensation, 
here a suitable controller can be derived just by introducing the dead time 
the process model Hp(z). 
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4.7 IMPROVEMENT OF SET POINT CONTROL 
The controllers simulated in this chapter have responses to set point changes 
with excessive overshoot. Typical examples are given in Figures 4.2, 4.8 and 
4.16. The reason for this is that the standard form of the PID controller with 
error feedback is used. The transfer function between the set point and the 
control signal of a PID controller is 

1 + sT 
GpID(s) = K --' 

sI; 

The derivative part does not occur, since the derivation is performed on 
the process output only. The controller introduces a closed-loop zero at 

I 
s =--

I; 
(4.35) 

The influence of this zero was discussed in Section 2.4, where it was 
proposed to use a modified PID controller where only a fraction (b) of the 
reference signal is introduced in the proportional part. Such a controller is 
described by Equation 2.9, i.e., 

U = K[ e
p 

+ _1_ r e(s)ds + Td ded ] 
I; Jo dl 

where the error in the proportional part is 

ep = br - y 

and the error in the derivative part is 

ed = -Y 

and the error in the integral part is 

e = r - y 

The modified controller has a zero at 

s = 

(4.36) 

which can be positioned properly by choosing the parameter b suitably. An 
estimate of the dominant closed-loop poles is necessary to do this. To avoid 
an excessive overshoot, parameter b should be chosen so that the zero is two 
to three times larger than the magnitude of the dominant poles. Estimates of 
the dominant poles are available for many of the design methods. 

I I 

ob 
as 
-0 
O.~ 

dr; 
de 
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The Ziegler-Nichols Method 
the Ziegler-Nichols method, estimates of the dominant poles are 

led from the estimate of the closed-loop dominant period. This is listed 
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The design rule given above then gives b = 0.2 
Figure 4.17 shows simulations with the modified controller with b = 0, 
1.3, and 1.0. The figure shows clearly that the overshoot is reduced 
ically when the modified algorithm is used. It also indicates that the 
1 rule gives a reasonable value of b. 

Proc.-u output. .nd .. to point 

o 2 

Figure 4.17 
The Effect of Parameter b on the Step Response of a Closed-Loop 

System (The PID parameters are the same as in Figure 4.2.) 
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Direct and Dominant Pole Designs 
In direct and dominant pole design methods, it is very easy to find good 

values for parameter b since these design methods deal directly with the 
dominant poles. Consider, for example, the direct design method used in 
Example 4.6 with w = 6 radl s, which gives T; = 0.32. The ordinary PID 
controller gives a zero at s = 3.1 radl s, which is smaller than w. To have the 
zero at s = -12, parameter b should be smaller than 0.26. To have the zero at 
s = -18, b = 0.18 should be chosen. Figure 4.18 shows a simulation of the 
modified PID controller. The figure shows clearly that the overshoot is 
reduced drastically when the modified algorithm is used. It also indicates 
that the rules for choosing parameter b are reasonable. 

1.5 
",.g,-c.c: :u . output and set poi nt 

0.5 

20 Cont.rol signal 

10 

o 

Figure 4.18 
The Effect of Parameter b on the Step Response of a Closed-Loop 

System (The PID parameters are the same as in Figure 4.12 for w = 6 radls) 
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Even in the case of direct digital design it is possible to improve the 
ponses to set point changes. In Section 4.6 the controller structure was 
en as 

z)U(z) = S(z)E(z) 

, error feedback was used. If the extended structure 

z) U(z) = - S(z) Y(z) + T(z) YR(z) 

used, the response to set point changes can be modeled by choosing 
lynomial T(z) appropriately. 

Conclusions 
The results show conclusively that the responses to command signals are 

lproved drastically by modifying the PID algorithm, as was discussed in 
:ction 2.4. 

V 4.8 COMPARISONS OF DESIGN METHODS 
though several methods have been given for designing PID controllers, all 
proaches have by no means been covered. There are many variations on 
; methods discussed herein, as well as a host of other techniques available 
the literature. Instead of going on to describe more methods, it is a good 
!a to provide some perspective on the different methods. Before going into 
~ details of the design methods, it can first be observed that control system 
sign involves many different aspects, such as process dynamics, load dis
[bances, measurement noise, nonlinearities, and sensitivity. In this investi
tion, the focus has been on dynamics and set point changes, which is often 
equate for the design of simple controllers. 

Overview of the Approaches 

The Ziegler Nichols Methods 

Tht:se are simple approaches based on information on two parameters 
lly, either L and a (which characterize the step response) or Kc and 1',; 
'hich characterize the frequency response). 
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,: 
Th~i\nalY'sjs leading LO the dominanLpole des ign indicates tl~ it is not I 

p0ssible to give estimates of the closed-loo p dominanfp'oles Crom the 
k:nowledge of 0 e point on the frequenc-YJesponse only, If _Q~ thUSbe 
concluded that here will a lways be a large uncertainty with dcsign methOdS 
~kethe Zieg_ ~r-Nicbols whi~h are based only on thi,s information:-All the \, 
other design melhods discussed in lhis chapter usc more information. 

The Dominant Pole Design ----- ---~--

(
The method is based on positioning two or three dOrrlln--ant~ 

method is based on knowledge of the plant transfer function at the domi- '\ 
( nant poles. Approximate methods based on knowledge of the frequency 
\ curves are also given. The dominant pole design method has one design 

parameter, namely the distance of the poles from the origin. 
An interesting feature of the dominant pole design is that it gives ranges 

of the design parameter that are achievable with different controUer-types. 
This can be used to choose P, PI, PO, or PID control.//We illustrate this 
point by an examplc</ .. 

Example 4.9-PI and PO Control of (s+ 1)-3. 

Consider a plant with the transfer function 

G = _1_ 
p (s + 1)3 

Since the plant is of third order, it is clear that exact pole placement 
cannot be obtained with PI, PO, or PID control. First, consider PI control. 
Using the equation for the approximate dominant pole design, the following 
parameters are obtained: 

£02 + 1202 + 60 + 1 

where k j = kj T;. PO control gives instead 

- 20£0 4 + 3£0 4 + 160£0 2 + 2£0 2 - 60 - 1 
k = 

£02 + 60 2 + 60 + 1 

£04 + 120£0 2 - 2£0 2 - 120 - 3 
kd = 

£02 + 602 + 60 + 1 
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where kd = kTd. The controllers will have positive gains only if the specifica
tions on the dominant poles are restricted to certain values. Figure 4.19 
shows the combinations of a and w that give positive gains for the PI and 
the PD controllers, respectively. The border lines are given by the pure P, J, 
and D controllers. Notice that the approximative formulas are only valid if 
a < w. From this figure it is seen that the bandwidth w cannot be chosen too 
high if only a PI controller is used. 

a 

, 
I p 

\ 
o U=W 

Figure 4.19 
Regimes of Positive Gains for PI and PD Controllers 
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Simplified Frequency Domain Methods 

/ This method is also based on knowledge of two properly chosen values of 
/ the open-loop frequency response of the system. The design method 

( attempts to shape the closed-loop gain locally at the chosen frequencies. 
\ When using the simplified frequency domain designs, it is clear that there 

are limitations on the shaping that can be done with a PIO controller. It is 
thus necessary that the crossover frequency be chosen properly so that the 
loop can be shaped with a PIO controller. It is also clear that the loop gain 
may behave badly at frequencies away from the chosen frequencies. This 
indicates that there will be problems with systems with resonances where the 
Nyquist curve twists and bends. 

---
Pole Placement Methods 

In the direct design methods, the dynamics are approximated by simpli
fied models of first or second order, and the PIO parameters are calculated 
from specifications on the desired closed-loop poles. The methods 
rely on making appropriate approximations and on the specifications being 
in harmony with these approximations. 

Insight into the Problem 
The direct design methods indicate superficially that any specification 

can be achieved. A closer inspection reveals, however, strict limitations. To 
obtain positive controller gains, it is necessary to choose the frequency (£0) 
sufficiently small (see Section 4.5). The formula for the controller gain also 
indicates that the-gain will increase very rapidly with the chosen frequency. 
The frequency must also be chosen so low that the simplified model is valid 
well over £o. Experiments with continuous time and discrete time designs 
inqicate that there is no large difference for small sampling periods. For 
longer sampling periods, the response to load disturbances will, however, be 
poorer for the discrete time algorithms because there will always be a time 
delay before the disturbance is captured. 
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Detailed Comparison 

Table 4.6 
Controller Parameters Obtained by the DiFFerent Design Methods 

..1ethod K Ti Td 

~iegler-Nichols step 10.9 0.32 0.08 

~iegler-Nichols frequency 15.0 0.31 0.08 

)ominant pole design, 
w = 5.3 11.9 0.45 0.12 
approximate method 14.2 0.41 0.10 

vi circle design 
w=4 6.3 0.75 0.07 
w=5 10.0 0.60 0.10 
w=6 13.5 0.50 0.12 

Direct pole placement 
w=4 7.3 0.44 0.11 
w = 5 12.0 0.37 0.11 
w=6 17.7 0.32 0.10 

Direct pole placement 
with cancellation 
w = 11.7 10.0 1.20 0.17 

Table 4.6 shows the parameters obtained when the different design 
thods are applied to the same problem. Several observations can be made 
m the table. First, with exception of the method based on cancellation, 
: controller parameters obtained by the different methods are similar. For 
lmple, the Ziegler-Nichols frequency domain method gives parameters 
It are quite close to the parameters obtained by the dominant pole design 
:thod. The main difference is that the gain of the Ziegler-Nichols method 
00 high and the derivation time is too low. Another interesting fact is that 
! Ziegler-Nichols method estimates the dominant frequency to be. 12 
il s, which is much loo high. Also noiice that the dominant pole design 
res a value of the bandwidth (w = Wo JT=12) , but tbat w has to be chosen 
the designer for the direct pole placement. 
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Sensitivity 
The comparison of the parameters obtained by the different methods indi
cates that the design may be quite sensitive to parameter variations. To 
investigate this, the parameters are perturbed in the Ziegler-Nichols frequency 
domain design. Figure 4.20 shows what happens when the derivation time is 
changed from Td = 0.08 to 0.10 and 0.12. The figure indicates clearly that 
drastic improvements in the damping can be achieved by increasing the 
derivation time by 25%. Notice that the overshoot can be reduced drasti
cally, as discussed in Section 4.7. This possibility was not used herein, 
because it is easier to see the improved damping with a large overshoot. 

Proeu., output and ._to point. 

1.5 

0.5 

O¥------------;r------------y------------,-------------. 
o 

10 • 

2 

Control algn.1 

Figure 4.20 
Effect of Changing the Derivation Time Td in the Controller 
Obtained by the Ziegler-Nichols Frequency Domain Method 
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~igure 4.20 indicates that the system is sensitive, the reason being that the 
,ed-loop bandwidth is quite high. It is a general rule that high bandwidth 
:ems are sensitive. The fact that the bandwidth is high can be concluded 
.n the comparison with the direct pole placement method. The analysis 
formed in Section 4.5 indicated that w = 6 radl s was on the high side and 
t a more reasonable value is w = 4 radl s. This is illustrated in Figure 4.21 
I Figure 4.22, which illustrate the sensitivity of the direct designs for w = 4 
I sand w = 6 radl s to changes in the controller parameters. The deriva-
1 time (Td) is changed by the same amount in both cases. Notice the 
stic influence in particular on the closed-loop period and damping in 
ure 4.22. The simulations strongly support reducing sensitivity by reduc
the bandwidth. 

Td =0,13 

Td = 0 11 

Td = 0 09 

O~L __________ ~r-__________ -. ____________ .-__________ --' 

o 

o 

Control .ignal 

Figure 4.21 
Effect of Changing Derivation Time Td in the Controller 

Obtained by the Direct Pole Placement Design Method for w = 4 rad/s 
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Proc.S$ output. and lie" point 

0 .5 

° tL-----------,r-----------~------------,_----------_, 

Cont.rol signal 
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Figure 4.22 
Effect of Changing Derivation Time Td in the Controller 

Obtained by the Direct Pole Placement Design Method for w = 6 rad/s 

Conclusions 
For processes with simple dynamics, it has been demonstrated that it is 

possible to find design methods that give good results. Some insight into the 
properties of different design methods have been developed. In particular, 
the desired closed-loop bandwidth has been found to be a crucial specifica
tion; too high a bandwidth gives excessive gain and a sensitive system. With 
a controller like the PID, which has restricted complexity, it may not be 
possible to achieve the desired bandwidth. The choice of the bandwidth thus 
emerges as a key issue. 
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It would be highly desirable to have a procedure that would allow deter
mination of an appropriate bandwidth automatically. The ultimate fre
quency is a good starting value, but the analysis of the Ziegler-Nichols 
tuning procedures indicates that this frequency may be too high. 

Since a PIO controller has a limited complexity, it is clear that arbitrarily 
large values of w cannot be chosen. This is also clearly illustrated in the 
examples. It is also clear that the approach will always work for open-loop 
stable systems if w is chosen sufficiently low. 

The dominant pole design gives a suitable value of w directly. The follow
ing guidelines are useful for design methods where w has to be chosen. The 
open-loop crossover frequency (we) can serve as a first approximation. The 
phase lead generated by a PIO controller depends on the ratio 0' = Td / 1'; and 
the maximum derivative gain. With 0' = 0.25, the largest lead is approxi
mately 40°. This means that a proper phase margin may be obtained with w 

= we' To obtain a good transient response it is, however, also necessary that 
the slope d log I G(iw) I / d log(w) is close to - I at the crossover. Evaluation 
of the slope at the open-loop crossover frequency indicates whether the 
crossover frequency can be chosen as w. There is again some margin. A PIO 
controller can, for example, increase the slope by at most 0.4 when 0' = 0.25 . 
If the slope conditions can not be satisfied, a lower value of w must be 
chosen. 

Evaluating how rapidly the phase and the amplitude change also indi
cates whether the system is minimum phase. For a system with pure time 
delay, for example, the slope of the amplitude curve at the crossover is zero. 
To obtain a proper slope of the amplitude curve, it is then necessary to 
introduce PI control. The integration time should be chosen so that the 
integral action dominates at crossover. This means that derivative action is ' 
useless and that the time delay should give a phase shift of about 90° at the 
crossover. 

4.9 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter, several approaches to design PIO controllers have been 
presented. The design methods are based on the different process models 
given in the previous chapter. The derivation of the process model and the 
design calculation are closely related. All design methods reguire a model of 
the process to be controlled. As has been seen, different design procedures 
are based on different process characterizations. Using a complex design ' 
procedure such as the full pole placement design requires a transfer function 
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description of the process with a high accuracy. The simple Ziegler-Nichols 
methods are based on limited process knowledge. If this kind of simple 
design procedure is used, there is no reason for making much effort in 
creating a detailed process model. Several design methods have been omit
ted in order to focus on those methods commonly used in the automatic 
tuning procedures. The process models described in Chapter 3 and the 
design methods presented in this chapter form the basis for the autotuning 
methods to be discussed in Chapter 5. 




